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Citizens' Climate Lobby Canada

Climate Interactive

tools for a thriving future
Instructions

11:00 am to 11:05 am: Soft start

Guests are muted and can’t start videos until the breakout rooms.

Everyone please introduce yourself in the chat. As part of your introduction, you are encouraged to share which traditional lands you are Zooming in from if you wish.

Parliamentarians and staffers, please indicate to the host you are in the room so you can turn on your videos and microphone.

When we get started only Parliamentarians, staffers and MIT should have their videos on.

Take lots of pictures and please use the #AllTogetherNow.
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Please note carefully three things:

1. If all goes well, this event will be recorded and posted online.

2. The En-ROADS policy simulator is a global simulator and is not a Canadian simulator.

3. MIT-Climate Interactive cannot lobby or promote any policies.
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Agenda

11:00 am to 11:05 am
Soft start

11:05 am to 11:10 am
Hit record button
Welcome. About CCL. Land acknowledgements. 3 Questions to answer in the chat.

11:10 – 11:40 am
Drew Jones and the team at MIT/CI will present the EnROADS policy simulator with parliamentarians asking the questions. We will be flexible with the end time.

11:45 am – 12:00 pm: Break out rooms.
There are two options.
Constituents with their own reps can talk policy.
Constituents with their own reps continue to explore EnROADS together.
You don’t have to come back to plenary.

12:30 pm: Absolute hard finish.
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Citizens’ Climate Lobby Canada acknowledges Indigenous Peoples throughout Canada as traditional owners and custodians of the land. This includes Inuit, Métis and more than 900,000 people living in more than 630 First Nations communities, and in cities and towns across these lands.

Their traditional knowledge must be significantly incorporated as part of meaningful action on the climate crisis.

In May 2022 we build a giant dreamcatcher on Parliament Hill with MPs from all 4 parties.

In what year were income taxes harmonized across the confederation?
Quiz - Please put answers in chat

In what year were income taxes harmonized across the confederation?

1948

31 years
In Canada, in 1948 Saskatchewan introduced the first provincial health care insurance.

In what year did the nationalization of health insurance under the Medicare Act begin?
In what year did the nationalization of health insurance under the Medicare Act begin?

1966

18 years
Quiz - Please put answers in chat

How many years do we have to cut greenhouse gas emissions in half?
Quiz - Please put answers in chat

How many years do we have to cut GHG emissions in half?
Just over 7 years (January 2030)
Political Stripes Aside

We kindly ask that everyone shed their political stripes and focus on directly asking Drew Jones and Climate Interactive to enter specific climate policies into the simulator.

Please refrain from promoting your own political party’s policies or commenting on the climate policies of other parties.

Just focus on asking direct questions like this:
“What happens when we maximize _______________?”
“Can the simulator show “what happens when you do _______________?””
BREAKOUT ROOMS
Thank You!
Merci !
Our solution to climate change? Democracy.

Thank you for being here today.